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Release 7.0.17

Improvements

Formats where the decimal or the thousands separator match the selected language are favored when estimating formats (12/13/2011). 
	Comment is retained when duplicating an attribute (10/19/2011).

Release 7.0.16

Improvements

Double quotes in values were not correctly handled in the excel wizard (09/26/2011).
The option “center footer” was not saved in the internal report component (09/23/2011).

Release 7.0.15

Improvements

	Specific combinations of values in records could result in these records being considered equal in a projection. Such records were not included in reports, table sections and related functions (09/16/2011).


Release 7.0.14

Improvements

	Database tables and views are now sorted in the designer view of the database wizard (09/13/2011).

Data columns with data type VARCHAR2 are correctly recognized as “String” instead of “Unknown” when using the Oracle ODBC connector for .NET (08/15/2011).

Release 7.0.12

Improvements

	Protected variants of InfoZoom display an error message when the “CodeMeter” Runtime, that has to be installed separately, is missing (08/02/2011).

The database wizard did only read the date part of fields that contain date and time information in Access databases (07/26/2011).
Values of a date group with their special formats like „Day“, „Month“ and „Weekday“ are now correctly transferred to the internal report (06/22/2011).
Added additional information for the database wizard to the log file (06/17/2011).
	Semi-transparent PNG-Images are now correctly displayed in the table (06/16/2011).


Release 7.0.11

Improvements

	When inserting data from a file into a template, the resulting table will be placed in the directory of the template, instead of the other file (06/08/2011).

	Under some circumstances, “Save as…” could report that the file already existed (06/03/2011).

In some cases, the import dialog showed a preview where the records were placed column-by-column instead of line-by-line as selected (05/24/2011).
Defining a query with a command to uncouple an attribute group raised an exception (05/19/2011).
Fixed wrong behavior of the queries-combobox when handling keyboard input. Selecting a query with the keyboard could erroneously rename a query (05/18/2011).

Release 7.0.10 

Improvements

	An exception was raised when deleting a compound key in the database wizard (05/10/2011).

When changing a compound key in the database wizard, it appeared twice in the designer (05/10/2011).

Release 7.0.9

Improvements

	Reading column information for a database table with the Oracle driver under ODBC no longer ignores the schema name (05/02/2011).
	When a filename was entered for exporting data in the excel wizard, the same filename is used in the 'Browse'-Dialog (04/12/2011).
	The program no longer terminates abnormally, when a Color-Command refers to a non-existing attribute (04/06/2011).
	When redefining an attribute to a simple attribute with the option "Adopt values of attribute", the comment is no longer overwritten by the comment of the other attribute (04/01/2011). 


Release 7.0.8

Improvements

	Binary fields can be used as keys for database-joins in the database wizard (03/31/2011).

Using the database wizard in batch mode with the command line parameter –invisible did show a message box when the database server raised an exception (03/24/2011).
	Microsoft Redistributable Code version increased to Visual Studio 2010 SP1. This solves the ODBC error for <null>-Values (03/18/2011).

Release 7.0.6

Improvements

	Historical dates before the year 1000 AD were not always correctly imported in the database wizard (02/24/2011).


Release 7.0.5

Improvements

	Schema name was disregarded when reading column information from an Oracle database table (02/21/2011).

Historical dates before the year 100 AD are now correctly imported in the database wizard (02/21/2011).
Some built-in functions returned an incorrect format. Because of this, the format of new derived attributes occasionally was numeric instead of string (02/14/2011).

Release 7.0.4

Improvements

	Timeout before showing the message "Server is busy" when generating an Excel report increased. The message no longer appears in batch mode (02/10/2011).


Release 7.0.3

Improvements

	When creating a classification, the 'then' field was limited to about 18 characters (02/04/2011).

The import names of attributes were not always correctly handled when importing a query (02/02/2011).
When updating the value lists and diagrams, all values lists are computed first. After that, the diagrams are updated once. (02/02/2011).
After re-sorting the grid in the database wizard, the selected rows were not assigned correctly (01/21/2011).
Updated data source of the calendar examples (01/07/2011).
When using InfoZoom® Connect with a data source other than Microsoft SQL Server, the title is now 'InfoZoom® Connect'. In this case, the info field ‘technical name’ does not appear anymore (01/04/2011).
The function CHAR() that returns a character for a given number was changed. It now returns the empty string for the illegal codepoints 0xD800 to 0xDFFF. Updated the sample file UnicodeCharacters.fox accordingly (12/22/2010).
When saving exported files, the extension (txt or csv) is added automatically (12/10/2010).
	The button Browse on the option-tab data import opened a file dialog instead of a folder dialog under Windows Vista (12/09/2010).


Release 7.0.2

Improvements

	The database wizard handles unknown data types in ODBC drivers as "String" instead of "Unknown" (11/26/2010).


	Application did not respond and did not draw the correct result when displaying a table needed more than five seconds. User input was handled correctly and showed the result (11/25/2010).


	When a CodeMeter dongle was connected locally and did not contain an applicable Protected-license, it was not possible to retrieve licenses from a network. Now, the network is also searched for licenses (11/25/2010).


	The application ended abnormally when computing formulas with two calls to REPLACEMATCH in parallel (11/24/2010).


	Updated formula 1 data for the end of season 2010 (11/19/2010).


	Multiple monitors could result in tooltips not positioned correctly (11/17/2010).


	InfoZoom Viewer wrongly contained the menu "Create date group". Opening the menu ended the application abnormally (11/16/2010).


	Overwriting an application file on a network share was not always possible on windows 7 (11/15/2010).


Release 7.0.1

Improvements

	The InfoZoom Evaluation version now contains a few additional limitations. Among other things, the number of data records to be exported, also for the display of graphics, is limited to 100. FOX files cannot be saved (06/10/2010).
	Displaying very long table names in the Designer of the database wizard has been made more attractive (30/09/2010).

Importing database fields that contain more than 4,000 characters caused an error message during import or reloading (30/09/2010).
For performance reasons, the number of objects is no longer displayed in the quickinfo for the value list button in tables with more than one million objects (30/09/2010).
The unique attribute names in the InfoZoom .NET data provider may not have been correctly generated (30/09/2010).
The window for selecting the data source in the database wizard has been enlarged to display longer database names (28/09/2010).
	For regions that use the non-breaking space as thousands separator in the language settings of the operating system, the excel wizard now handles the normal space as thousands separator (06/18/2010).
	In proALPHA Analyzer, an Excel file can now be inserted into a template via the Selection Wizard (6/1/2010).
	If only the data, but not the attributes, are hidden, the vertical scroll bar still appears, allowing all attributes to be displayed (5/31/2010).
	The product name in the main window title of an InfoZoom OEM version is now configurable (5/28/2010).

